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For handholding practice we select Water sufficient Village 



As per LIF/Data points of Water sufficient Village we added 5 new Block level 
Nodal officer for data verification 



As per LIF/Data points of Water sufficient Village need not to add new Field 
officer. 



------- We suggest ------ 
1. Department wise list of registers, names of registers and information to be filled in 

the register concerned departments and their employees have administrative 
knowledge about this information should be filled by the concerned or get this 
information from them as per LIF/Data point. 

2. It will provide the right source of information and will be easy to use as a guide at 
the Gram Panchayat level to field officer. 

3. Data finding and data verification will be easy and accurate information will be 
obtained. 

Field offices - Record needed simplification 



Optional Indicator 



Optional Indicator 

While adding Optional Indicator, there were 4 Indicators, but actually during Lock 
and Publish indicators tab, there are 5 Optional Indicators, it is necessary to 
understand that the reason is some technical error or something else. 



Configure data points of indicators 

b) It is necessary to explain what exactly is expected in the 

State Specific data source. If field officer is to be entered as 

data source i.e.field officer or department, there should be 

drop down list added in Field offices Tab. Also there should be 

separate box for instruction. 

The sequence should be as follows ------ 

a) Translate Question (in state specific language) 

b) Department from which indicator information will get.(Data must 
reflect from Tab No.1-Data verification offices-- HOD/ 
Directorate(1.1). and it must available in drop down list) By default list 
is given 

c) Block level Nodal officer - .(Data must reflect from Tab No.1-Data 
verification offices-list of Block level Nodal officer (1.2). and it must 
available in drop down list) and this list must dependent list as per “B” 
department selection 

d) Data source field offices- .(Data must reflect from Tab No.2-Field 
offices-list of field officer (2.1). and it must available in drop down 
list) and this list must dependent list as per “C” department selection 

e) Data source register-.(Data must reflect from Tab No.3-Data Source 
Register-Register data source record(3.1). and it must available in 
drop down list and this list must dependent list as per “D” 
department selection) 



Update data points configuration 



Lock and Publish configured Data Points 



Block Level Data Entry 

1.How many facilitator per GP 

2.Who should facilitator 

3.Honorium or Incentive to facilitator 



Facilitator Authorization 



Panchayat Level Data entry 



General Issues 

1.In Header bar tab address is not highlighting while operating the tab 

2.Along with add option,Edit option should be provided in state login. 

3.Delete option should be in Facilitator registration tab. 



 
Short Film of Maharashtra PDI Data collection 

Online Video Link 

Offline Video Link 


